HIGH DENSITY JACK INSTALLATION

1. Pull back slide lock to stop, then insert jack into panel (jack will go in one way only with slide lock up).
2. Once jack shoulders come into contact with backside of panel, press downward.
3. Push on slide lock until the front is flush with the jack face.

LABEL BEZEL INSTALLATION

1. Push on label bezel so that the two bosses on the back line up with two jack icon pockets, then press into place.
PANEL MOUNTING INSTALLATION

WITH NUTS PROVIDED ATTACH WIRE MANAGEMENT BAR TO PANEL BRACKETS. TIGHTEN NUTS.

ATTACH PANEL TO RACK WITH SUPPLIED SCREWS.

CABLE MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTIONS (TOP VIEW)

HOOK LOOP TIES should be used to attach the cables to the wire management bar. The cable at the edge of the patch panel should be attached to the cable which has already been tie wrapped to the wire management bar.

* THE MINIMUM CABLE BEND RADIUS IS 4 TIMES THE OUTSIDE CABLE DIAMETER. HOOK LOOP TIE WRAPS SHOULD BE USED TO ATTACH THE CABLES TO THE WIRE MANAGEMENT BAR. THE CABLE AT THE EDGE OF THE PATCH PANEL SHOULD BE ATTACHED TO THE CABLE WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN TIE WRAPPED TO THE WIRE MANAGEMENT BAR.